### DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

**REQUIRED DOCUMENTS FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS AND 5/6 YEAR POSTGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS (SINGLE CYCLE DEGREE)**

- Secondary school diploma in original language “Diplôme d’Etat d’Etudes Secondaires du Cycle Long”
- School report/ subject certificate in original language
- Certified translation in Italian*

**Additional requirements:**
- **Courses of study in English:** adequate English skills certification

**REQUIRED DOCUMENTS FOR POSTGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS**

- Undergraduate degree (Graduat/ ingénieur technicien/ Licence) 3 years, in original language
- Transcript of records/ relevé de cotes in original language
- Diploma supplement, if available
- Curriculum vitae et studiorum
- Program of exams or syllabus of the course
- Certified translation in Italian*

**Additional requirements:**
- **Courses of study in English:** adequate English skills certification

---

- The documentation needs to include also:
  
  a. **Statement of verification** of academic qualification issued by CIMEA (Information Center on Mobility and Academic Equivalences);
  
  b. One of the following documents:
     - **Statement of comparability** of academic qualification issued by CIMEA (Information Center on Mobility and Academic Equivalences)
     - **Dichiarazione di valore in loco**/ Declaration of Value issued by the Diplomatic/Consular representation competent for the territory in which the student requests a visa.
     - **Certification of one of the foreign centres of the ENIC/NARIC network**

---

* The translation in Italian is not required if the original document is issued in English, French or Spanish.